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Al-Habsi makes Liverpool pay the penalty for missed opportunities 
Wigan Athletic 0 
Liverpool 0 
His number was up and so Luis Suarez trudged off the pitch, shaking his head as 
jeers cascaded around the DW Stadium. He looked like a man going quietly, but it 
was the first time all night that the Liverpool forward had given anyone that 
impression. If he has become a pariah elsewhere, notably among Wigan Athletic's 
supporters last night, Suarez is suddenly a cause celebre for Liverpool. 
Twentyfour hours after he was handed an eight-match ban for racially abusing 
Patrice Evra, the Manchester United defender, Suarez and his team-mates 
warmed up here with shirts bearing his name and his picture, a quite 
extraordinary endorsement of a player in such circumstances. 
Undeterred by the hostility of the locals, Suarez performed with the same brand 
of verve, abrasiveness and inventiveness he always does. With more quality 
around him, he would have conjured a goal for a team-mate, but, as it was, he 
and Liverpool again lacked a finishing touch, leaving Kenny Dalglish to wonder 
how on earth they will cope without him if, having made their appeals, they are 
required to. 
They would have won last night had Charlie Adam not become the 
fourth Liverpool player to have a penalty saved this season, Ali Al-Habsi diving to 
repel the midfield player's shot early in the second half. But Liverpooland Suarez 
faded after a hugely promising start, allowing Wigan to merit a point that their 
supporters greeted just as lustily as they did Suarez's substitution. 
Nobody should have been surprised by the presence of Suarez in Liverpool's 
starting line-up, with his lawyer, Alejandro Balbi, confirming the player's intention 
to appeal against his suspension. 
The thought of leaving him out as, for example, Sir Alex Ferguson did with Wayne 
Rooney at Anfield after a high-profile disciplinary sanction earlier in the season, 
would not have occurred to Dalglish, the Liverpoolmanager, or to Suarez. 
Suarez, even more than Rooney, is a street footballer, thriving on the 
confrontations and the duels that the game throws up, never happier than when 
in a confined space with an opponent and able to demonstrate his close control. 
For the first half-hour Liverpool were excellent and everything they did flowed 
through the Uruguyan, operating as a lone forward but also managing to work the 
channels, drop deep in search of possession and ask a succession of awkward 
questions of Wigan's three central defenders.Liverpool's approach work is 
excellent. Their end product, too often, is not. The chances came and went in the 
first half: Jordan Henderson had a shot saved at the near post after a nice 
combination between Suarez, Maxi Rodriguez and Stewart Downing; Suarez 
flicked a lovely cross into the path of Maxi, who volleyed high and wide; Daniel 
Agger blazed a shot over from a set-piece. 
Aside from a Wigan penalty appeal, when Martin Skrtel stuck out a leg and Victor 
Moses fell to the ground, all the action had been in the home team's half of the 
pitch. But the atmosphere on the pitch and in the stands changed when Moses, 
the young Wigan forward, embarked on a powerful, skilful run through the centre 
of the pitch, beating Johnson and Agger before seeing his shot fisted away by 
Pepe Reina. 
Suddenly it seemed like a different game, with Jordi Gomez finding space and 
Connor Sammon unsettlingLiverpool's central defenders. James McCarthy and 
Mohammed Diame were beginning to make an impact in midfield, 
where Liverpool looked less secure in the absence of Lucas Leiva. 
Five minutes into the second half, having rediscovered their sense of 
purpose, Liverpool were awarded a penalty when, after a spell of pressure on the 
edge of Wigan's 18-yard box, Suarez saw an overhead kick blocked, albeit from 
close range, by the outstretched arm of Gary Caldwell. Adam stepped up to take 
the kick, which he placed to Al-Habsi's left, only to see the goalkeeper dive to 
repel the ball. 
After that, it was anyone's game, with Gomez seeing a speculative shot saved at 
one end and Dirk Kuyt missing the target at the other from Adam's quick free kick. 
Roberto Martinez sent on Franco Di Santo, Ben Watson and Hugo Rodallega in 
quick succession as he sought more energy and more precision in Wigan's 
attacking play. Dalglish also made changes, sending on Jonjo Shelvey and Craig 
Bellamy in a double substitution, but it seemed to speak volumes that he did not 
turn to Andy Carroll until the 87th minute. 
Carroll for Suarez? That is not a substitution, it is a downgrade, but it is one 
that Liverpool might have to make in the medium term. Unless Carroll can find 
some confidence from somewhere, the Suarez suspension could severely damage 
their season. 
Liverpool players' statement 
"Luis Suarez is our team-mate and our friend and as a group of players we are 
shocked and angered that he has been found guilty by the FA. We totally support 
Luis and we want the world to know that. We know he is not racist. We are a 
squad of many different nationalities and backgrounds. All of us support the 
club's commitment to fighting racism. All of us accept there is no place in the 
game for any form of discrimination. As a group of players we totally support the 
Kick it Out campaign. We have lived, trained and played with Luis for almost 12 
months and we don't recognise the way he has been portrayed. We will continue 
to support Luis through this difficult period, and as a popular and respected friend 
of all his team-mates, he will not walk alone." 
 

 

 
Defiant Dalglish rues missed penalty as Wigan fight Liverpool all way 
Liverpool intensified their fight with the Football Association over Luis Suarez at 
the DW Stadium but the immediate target escaped unharmed. Wigan Athletic, 
not the authorities, Patrice Evra or Manchester United, should have been the sole 
aim as Liverpool sought to draw level with Chelsea yet their points-scoring came 
off the field of play only. 
With or without Suarez, Liverpool's prospects of securing Champions League 
qualification this season are dependent on finding a cutting edge within 
themselves or in the January transfer window and this was another performance 
full of regret for Kenny Dalglish. Charlie Adam failed to convert a second-half 
penalty as Roberto Martinez's improving side secured a second successive 
creditable home draw. 
"We cannot be disappointed with the performance but we are disappointed not 
to come away with three points," said the Liverpool manager. "We started well 
and even though the longer the game went on the more difficult it became, we 
still created chances and even at the death the players were chasing the three 
points." 
Liverpool players showed their solidarity with Suarez and defiance of the guilty 
verdict reached by an independent commission in word and deed before kick-off. 
Having issued a statement denying their team-mate is a racist, 
the Liverpool squad took to the field dressed in "Suarez 7" T-shirts for the warm-
up while the manager wore one for his pre-match television interview. But this 
was not Robbie Fowler demonstrating welcome support for 
sacked Liverpool dockers. This was a high-profile international found guilty of 
racist abuse 24 hours earlier and they were inappropriate gestures at this stage of 
an already damaging saga. The professional response from Liverpool was to 
channel the siege mentality that Dalglish has fostered into the excellent form that 
had brought four wins in their last five away games. To their credit, they did so, 
taking the contest to Wigan from the start of what developed into an open, 
entertaining affair, with Suarez displaying no sign of being weighed down by the 
controversy and the ban that surrounds him. 
Liverpool clicked into the form that overwhelmed Aston Villa on Sunday from the 
first whistle whereas it took Wigan 15 nervous minutes to rediscover the 
composure and threat that earned a deserved draw at home to Chelsea. Suarez, 
inevitably jeered throughout by the home fans and lauded from the away end, 
who brought one banner that read: "The FA is a corrupt disgrace", took an 
immediate blow to the back of the head from Gary Caldwell but recovered to lead 
a dominant Liverpool opening. Adam struck an inviting free-kick straight into the 
Wigan wall when he should have tested Ali al-Habsi 
Wigan's defence looked fragile initially but finished resilient, with Martinez's side 
picking gaps in their opponents' rearguard frequently only to be thwarted by the 
outstanding Martin Skrtel. Victor Moses went down under a nothing challenge 
from Skrtel inside the area but the referee, Michael Oliver, rightly dismissed faint 
penalty appeals. Jordi Gomez missed a great opportunity to continue his rich 
goalscoring form when he shot straight at Jose Reina and Mohamed Diame's shot 
from distance flashed inches wide. A superb run from Moses beyond Adam, Glen 
Johnson and Daniel Agger ended with another Reina save, Diame went close once 
more and Skrtel made a vital interception at full stretch to prevent Conor 
Sammon seizing on Gomez's flick over the top. 
The clearest chance of an end-to-end first half fell Liverpool's way when Johnson 
exchanged passes with Maxi Rodriguez. The England right-back had plenty of the 
Wigan goal to aim for but shot straight at Habsi. The Oman international keeper 
continued to frustrate Liverpool after the interval. Suarez sent a 20-yard free-kick 
arching towards the top corner only for Habsi to tip over and was then inevitably 
the source of what should have been the breakthrough for the visitors. 
From Jordan Henderson's touch back across the penalty area, Suarez threw 
himself into an overhead kick that clearly struck the outstretched arm of Caldwell. 
Referee Oliver had no hesitation in penalising the Wigan captain. Adam stepped 
up to drive a powerful spot-kick to the keeper's left but Habsi pushed the penalty 
away. "I've never seen a player get so close to the fans as quickly as Ali did when 
he first came here on loan," said Martinez. "I don't want to single out individuals 
from this performance but Ali represents everything we want in a player at 
Wigan." 
Wigan Athletic 3-5-1-1 
Habsi; Alcaraz, Caldwell *, Figueroa; Stam, Diame, McCarthy, Gomez (Rodallega, 
74), Jones (Watson, 74); Moses; Sammon (Di Santo, 61). 
Subs not used 
Pollitt, Crusat, McArthur, Lopez. 
Referee M Oliver, 
Liverpool 4-2-3-1 
Reina; Johnson *, Skrtel, Agger, Jose Enrique; Henderson, Adam; Kuyt (Shelvey, 
72), Rodriguez (Bellamy *, 72), Downing; Suarez (Carroll, 87). 
Subs not used 
Doni, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
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Suarez and his band of brothers shut out after Al-Habsi penalty save 
During difficult times, solace can sometimes be found on the football field. For 
Liverpool and Luis Suarez, though, there was only more frustration at the DW 
Stadium. 
Liverpool did just about everything their supporters would have wished as Kenny 
Dalglish and his players continued to rail against the perceived injustice of the 
FA’s decision to find against Suarez in his dispute with Manchester United’s 
Patrice Evra this week. 
Wigan: Al Habsi, Caldwell, Alcaraz, Figueroa, Stam, Jones (Watson 74), Diame, 
McCarthy, Moses, Gomez (Rodallega 74), Sammon (Di Santo 61). Subs not 
used: Pollitt, Crusat, McArthur, Lopez. 
Booked: Caldwell. 
Liverpool: Reina, Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Jose Enrique, Henderson, Adam, 
Downing, Kuyt (Shelvey 72), Maxi (Bellamy 72), Suarez (Carroll 87). Subs not 
used: Doni, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
Booked: Johnson, Bellamy. 
Attendance: 19,230. 
Referee: Michael Oliver. 
First there was a statement posted under the players’ names on the club website. 
Then there were the T-shirts worn by the squad and their manager during the 
warm-up  carrying the name, number and image of their Uruguayan team-mate. 
As is often the case with this great club, nothing this week has been  done in a  
half-hearted fashion. 
When it actually came to the football, though, Liverpool came up short. A missed 
penalty by Charlie Adam and several other spurned opportunities ensured that a 
bad week also saw them lose a little ground on the top four in the Barclays 
Premier League. 
For his part, Suarez seemed utterly unfazed by what has happened to him in the 
last few days. In some ways, that was impressive. 
The 24-year-old began his evening with a nutmeg on Maynor Figueroa in only the 
third minute. He ran tirelessly and won the penalty in the 49th minute by 
propelling an overhead kick against the arm of Wigan defender and captain Gary 
Caldwell. 
When he was replaced by Andy Carroll with five minutes to go, though, the South  
American hadn’t quite been able to help  Liverpool to the win they needed and, 
on the balance of play, just about deserved. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that if this issue is to be dragged out, as seems likely, by 
an appeal against the FA’s judgment, then  Suarez’s attitude and approach to his  
football will not change. For that at least, Dalglish will be grateful. 
Predictably, Suarez’s every touch was greeted with boos and jeers by the Wigan 
crowd. In the away end, meanwhile, there were banners questioning the integrity 
of the FA and also pouring scorn on Evra and his club from along the East Lancs 
Road. 
Had Liverpool’s finishing been a bit better, the thousands of away fans who had 
made the short journey from Merseyside would have had other things to sing 
about, too. Dalglish’s side could easily have been two or three goals ahead within 
the first 20 minutes. 
A free-kick from Adam smashed into the wall from 20 yards in the eighth minute 
and a minute later, Jordan Henderson’s fierce first-time shot was saved by Ali Al-
Habsi after Stewart Downing had pulled the ball back into his path. 
Al-Habsi then saved from Liverpool defender Martin Skrtel before Maxi Rodriguez 
twice came close, once with a header from a corner that passed narrowly over the 
bar and then with a first-time rising drive that also missed the target by a few 
inches. 
For a while it looked as though Wigan would simply never get into the game on 
what was a big night for Roberto Martinez, too. 
However the home team eventually managed to gain a foothold and began to 
look rather dangerous when they went forward on the counter.  Indeed, for a 
while, both teams swapped chances and it was remarkable that the game reached 
the interval without a goal being scored. 
Twice Mohamed Diame loped forward to send in shots from distance. One 
crashed in to the side netting while another was beaten out by Pepe Reina in the 
Liverpool goal. 
At the other end, Dirk Kuyt really should have done better than shoot straight at 
Al-Habsi when set up 12 yards out in the 25th minute and then Glenn Johnson 
was denied by the goalkeeper’s leg as he ran clear a couple of minutes later. 
In truth the second half wasn’t quite as entertaining. Liverpool lost some of their 
energy and fluency and not until late on did Wigan rally once again to threaten an 
unlikely victory. 
They key moment, though, arrived in the 49th minute when Adam became the 
fourth Liverpool player to miss a penalty this season. 
Inevitably, perhaps, Suarez was involved as his bicycle kick crashed in to 
Caldwell’s arm. It is doubtful whether Suarez’s effort was going to go in but 
referee Michael Oliver was still right to award a penalty. 
Adam looked confident enough and certainly struck the penalty well. But Al-Habsi 
was enjoying a very good night and his save, diving to his left, was a fine one. The 
Oman keeper said: ‘Most players hit it at the angle he hit it at. He has a fantastic 
left foot and I was ready. I am happy for everyone.’ 
Al-Habsi revealed afterwards that he had requested — and received —  Suarez’s  

 

shirt in the tunnel at half-time. ‘It’s for a friend at home,’ he smiled. 
Liverpool did create further chances, Kuyt hooking a volley over when he may 
have scored and then failing to convert a cross at the far post with 20 minutes 
left. 
Wigan took heart from their ability to frustrate Liverpool, though, and, during a 
thrilling last five minutes, could have even won the game. 
Substitute Hugo Rodallega brought a good save from Reina and then, from the 
ensuing corner, Victor Moses prodded a chance inches wise when a firmer 
contact would perhaps have seen him emerge as a match-winner. 
To lose would have been unthinkable for Liverpool. That, at the end of this week, 
really would have been something they didn’t deserve. 

 

 
 Liverpool's display of solidarity not enough 
Wigan Athletic 0 
Liverpool 0 
Att: 19,230 
Reputations are said to be like fine china. Once broken, they are very hard to 
repair. Luis Suarez, making his first appearance since being found guilty of racist 
abuse, was intent on starting the process of rebuilding his shattered image at the 
DW Stadium. 
Instead, Liverpool's goalless draw with Wigan enabled goalkeeper Ali Al Habsi to 
enhance his blossoming credentials. 
With all eyes on the South American, it was the man from Oman - Wigan's Player 
of the Year last season - who took the applause for a series of exceptional saves, 
the most signifi-cant of which pushed away Charlie Adam's second half penalty. 
So, while Liverpool began the evening cursing football's governing body, the miss 
ensured they ended it lamenting more largely self-inflicted pain in front of goal. 
They need a striker, not only if Suarez is suspended, but to complement him. 
Not that Liverpool are prepared to accept their star player will be banned. You've 
heard of siege mentalities, but the Merseyside club is starting to resemble Butch 
and Sundance, locked in their shack while the Bolivian army assembles outside. 
A statement defending Suarez steamed up computer screens when it was sent 
into cyberspace on Tuesday. Last night, Wigan inadvertently became the venue 
for club defiance against football authorities never seen before on English soil. It 
almost made this game a sub-plot. 
Ninety minutes before kick-off the Liverpool players issued a joint statement in 
support of Suarez. An hour later they emerged for their warm-up wearing T-shirts 
sporting Suarez's name, image and squad number. Dalglish wore the same jersey 
in a pre-match TV interview. 
"We stand right beside Luis as we always have done and always will. That was 
reflected in the support he received from the fans and players beforehand," said 
Dalglish. While Suarez may face another FA charge related to a lewd one-fingered 
gesture to opposing supporters., this was the entire Liverpool staff, 
metaphorically, showing two more fingers to the authorities. 
Liverpool seem intent on revelling in it, unwilling to recognise the validity of the 
case and judgment against Suarez. Inevitably, Suarez was the focus, irking the 
home fans by his presence. This is the script for him now; loved and reviled in 
equal measure. At least the reaction to the South American will never be 
apathetic, and beyond the seriousness of the last 48 hours, it made for an 
intoxicating spectacle. In their dominant start,Liverpool tested Al Habsi through 
Jordan Henderson, Dirk Kuyt and Martin Skrtel. Glen Johnson missed a sitter 
before Wigan responded. 
Mohamed Diame left Pepe Reina scrambling towards his post with a fearsome 
drive from distance after 23 minutes before forcing the goalkeeper into another 
save from a vibrant Wigan counter attack. Had Victor Moses completed a solo 
dance through the Liverpool defence with a finish either side of Reina, he may 
have eclipsed the Suarez sideshow. 
But Al Habsi was the Wigan hero. Suarez's overhead kick was blocked by Gary 
Caldwell's hands and Adam's penalty became Liverpool's fourth miss from the 
spot in a season. 
Liverpool may continue to fire bullets at the FA and Manchester United, but it is 
their failure to hit the target on the field which may cost them a top four spot. 
Wigan (4-4-2): Al Habsi; Stam, Alcarez, Caldwell, Figueroa; Gomez (Rodallega 74), 
McCarthy, Diame, Jones (Watson 74); Moses, Sammon (Di Santo 61). Subs: Pollitt 
(g), Lopez, Crusat, McArthur. Booked: Caldwell. 
Liverpool (4-4-2): Reina; Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Enrique; Maxi (Bellamy 72), 
Adam, Henderson, Downing; Kuyt (Shelvey 72), Suarez (Carroll 87). Subs: Doni (g), 
Coates, Carragher, Kelly, Bellamy. Booked: Johnson, Bellamy. 
Referee: M Oliver (Northumberland). 
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Suarez fails to provide answers for Liverpool 
The night demanded that he score, that Luis Suarez provide a demonstration that 
whether or not he is a racist, he is still a supreme footballer. For a man who had 
spent several days in London hotels arguing the precise definition of "negrito" and 
the build up to this match awaiting verdict and punishment, he played pretty well. 
There is no question he will be missed, although given that Kenny Dalglish's first 
substitution was to bring on Craig Bellamy, his absence may not necessarily 
provide the opportunity for Andy Carroll to resurrect what is already a moribund 
career. 
The Geordie did replace Suarez but only with three minutes remaining to dribble 
away. He had one header that to nobody's surprise went nowhere near its 
intended target. 
The script demanded that Suarez score. Instead, he won what should have 
been Liverpool's winner when an overhead kick struck the arm of the Wigan 
captain, Gary Caldwell. 
A man with a greater ego might have demanded to take the spot-kick himself in 
front of a bank of his own supporters. Instead, he left it to Charlie Adam, whose 
penalty was fiercely struck but turned brilliantly away by Ali Al-Habsi. 
At Villa Park on Sunday, Liverpool had struck the frame of the goal for the 15th 
and 16th time. Here, Adam became the fourth different Liverpool player to fail to 
convert a penalty this season. With a fraction more luck or a fraction more skill, 
this might have been the season that many at Anfield expected but, as they had 
against Norwich, Sunderland and Swansea, another team Liverpool ought on 
paper to have beaten finished with a point. 
It would be very wrong to say that Wigan escaped with a point. For periods 
towards the end of each half they were the better team and after a dreadful start 
in which Roberto Martinez might have asked himself why he turned down Aston 
Villa in the summer they are playing without fear. 
They were measured and effective and had they possessed the attacking options 
available to Dalglish they might have won. Having drawn with first Chelsea 
and Liverpool and beaten Sundeerland they no longer resemble relegation 
candidates. 
The Liverpool players wore T-shirts proclaiming their support for Suarez and their 
rejection of the FA's verdict. Jason Roberts, who was commentating for Radio 
Five, said it would have made him feel uncomfortable and under the 
circumstances it has to be pointed out that the Blackburn striker is black. 
Among the Liverpool supporters crammed into one end of the DW Stadium there 
was a Uruguayan flag which cannot have been the easiest thing to find on 
Merseyside a few days before Christmas. Their support for their striker was as 
unequivocal as it was from the players around Suarez. The night was, however, 
about far, far more than just one player. You would hope that Liverpool cope 
better without Suarez than they have without the injured Lucas Leiva. 
In the wake of their victory over Sunderland that fatally undermined Steve Bruce 
and the point against Chelsea that caused more questions to be asked of Andre 
Villas-Boas, there is a surge of belief in a club that has consistently defied logic 
and economics to survive. Wigan consistently exploited the yawning gap between 
the front players and the back four that Lucas would have filled. 
They might have had a penalty when Martin Skrtel tripped Victor Moses in the 
area and they might have had one of the goals of the season when Mohamed 
Diame unleashed a shot on the run from some 30 yards out that skimmed into 
Pepe Reina's side-netting. Then once Glen Johnson had lost possession, he 
outpaced the defender and kept running, although this time the shot slapped 
against Reina's gloves rather than the side of his goal. 
Whether they were driven by a fierce sense of injustice, Liverpool began with the 
drive and flair that should have seen them score many more than twice at Aston 
Villa on Sunday. 
It was hard to say whether Suarez was affected by what had gone before, except 
to say that several times he passed when he might have shot, although a free-kick 
that was tipped over by Al-Habsi was directed with his usual skill. 
Had he, rather than Adam, taken the penalty, as the occasion 
demanded, Liverpool would have been ahead in the 51st minute. Had the chance 
of the first half fallen to him, Liverpool would surely have taken the lead at the 
midway point of the first half. 
Instead, the ball was to Johnson's feet. He should have tried to round the 
goalkeeper but sent his shot without any real conviction straight into Al-Habsi's 
boots. Later it would be his gloves that Liverpool and Adam would remember. 
Wigan Athletic (4-5-1): Al-Habsi; Stam, Alcaraz, Caldwell, Figueroa; Moses, 
McCarthy, Jones (Watson 74), Diame, Gomez (Rodallega, 74); Sammon (Di Santo 
61). Substitutes not used: Pollitt (gk), Crusat, McArthur, Lopez. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Jose Enrique; Henderson, 
Adam; Kuyt (Shelvey, 72), Maxi, (Bellamy, 72) Downing; Suarez (Carroll, 87). 
Substitutes not used: Doni (gk), Carroll, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
Referee M Oliver (Northumberland). 
 

 

 
Been there, got the tee-shirt ..didn't get the result 
IF there is an angry sense of injustice pervading Liverpool, then it was only 
strengthened at the DW Stadium last night. 
Never mind the growing claims of an FA conspiracy emanating from the aggrieved 
Reds, Kenny Dalglish's side will begin to wonder if the sporting gods are now 
contriving against them. g from the lish's side sporting against With Luis Suarez 
defiantly selected despite the ban hanging over him, Liverpool set out on a 
frenzied mission to show solidarity with their embattled team-mate. ntly an ol n r 
And when the South American won a penalty after his trickery induced a blatant 
handball from Wigan skipper Gary Caldwell in the 51st minute, it seemed his 
controversial story was about ne is out to take yet another fascinating twist. But 
after being caught on the ropes for the past 24 hours, it perhaps should have 
been no surprise that a man named Ali would deliver a crushing knock-out blow 
to their hopes. 
Wigan keeper Ali Al Habsi guessed correctly then saved Charlie Adam's spot kick 
brilliantly and just for good measure produced a string of stunning saves to leave 
the visitors stunned on the canvas. 
It was the same old story for the Reds - an impressive display, plenty of chances, 
but an inspired keeper and yet more heartache after what seems like a perpetual 
series of blows, especially to their totem Suarez. 
The Uruguayan was booed by the home fans every time he touched the ball, but it 
seemed more in jest than true indignation. 
true ind The travelling supporters were much more se feeling in pr ban more 
serious about expressing their feelings, as they aired regular chants in praise of 
their idol and unfurled banners in his defence. 
d One read "the FA - a corrupt disgrace" and another, which was taken down 
swiftly by stewards, offered a damning comment about Patrice Evra. 
It lent an almost surreal air to the night's proceedings, with the game taking a 
back seat to the controversy that has rocked the football world. Yet the on-field 
proceedings Ywere worthy of a sharper focus, because both sides contributed to 
an exciting, open game, with thrills at both ends. Liverpool created several fine 
chances in the opening stages and only the acrobatics of Ali Al Habsi denied them. 
If Suarez himself was understandably subdued, then his team-mates more than 
made up for it with the Reds forcing three fine saves from the Oman 
international. 
The first came in the ninth minute when the keeper performed wonders to turn 
away a close-range shot from Jordan Henderson and he was even more 
impressive to deny what seemed a certain goal for Dirk Kuyt. 
Defender Daniel Agger should perhaps have done better with a header soon after, 
but it was the Wigan keeper who was soon in the spotlight again, as Glen Johnson 
was denied after some fine build-up play by the Reds. 
Not that it was all Liverpool. Wigan took time to ease themselves into the contest 
but when they did, their powerful midfielders Victor Moses and Mohamed Diame 
surged upfield at every opportunity. Twice Diame found himself in good shooting 
positions after impressive breaks, only to shoot wide and then he saw a second 
shot well saved by Pepe Reina. 
Moses was even more penetrating. He took the ball in his own half and charged 
past half the Liverpool team, before unleashing a shot that was again turned 
away, though his audacity deserved better. 
Despite the penalty miss, Liverpool continued to press and Kuyt ed volleyed over 
Adam's chipped freekick from close range. A relieved Wigan were starting to gain 
in confidence and substitute Hugo Rodallega saw his header deflected wide, then 
Moses went close. 
n go d Suarez was replaced by Andy Carroll with three minutes to go but the big 
Geordie failed to make an instant impression. y ut n And Liverpool's last chance of 
victory disappeared when Bellamy's free-kick from just outside the box was 
blocked by the Wigan wall. of y's x In the end, it was another deserved point for 
Wigan - having drawn against Chelsea at the weekend - towards their top-flight 
survival. d n - But yet another missed penalty opportunity again proved costly 
for Liverpool. ty y WIGAN: Al Habsi 9, Caldwell 7, Alcaraz 6, Figueroa 7, Stam 6, 
Diame 7, McCarthy 7, Jones 6 (Watson 74, 6), Gomez 6, Moses 7, Sammon 6 (Di 
Santo 62, 6). 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Johnson 6, Skrtel 7, Agger 6, Enrique 6, Henderson 7, Adam 
6, Downing 6, Maxi 6 (Bellamy 71, 6), Kuyt 7 6, 7, 7, 7, 6, 7 (Shelvey 71, 6), Suarez 
6. REF: Michael Oliver 7  
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LFC lack of bite in front of goal rears it’s head 
IT WAS an emphatic show of Liverpool FC solidarity throughout. 
From the Liverpool FC players’ pre-match statement declaring their “total 
support” for Luis Suarez to the wearing of T-shirts in the warm-up adorned with 
their No 7’s name and picture. 
Then there was the deafening and sustained chants from the 4,000 Liverpool 
supporters packed into the North Stand who left the Uruguayan in no doubt 
about their feelings for him. 
A siege mentality has descended at Anfield. A bitter sense of injustice lingers on 
the back of the decision of the Football Association independent panel’s decision 
to find Suarez guilty of racially abusing Patrice Evra and ban him for eight games. 
Liverpool are united as one and ready to fight what they perceive to be a witch-
hunt being conducted against the club. 
Kenny Dalglish never considered leaving Suarez out amidst the furore and his 
decision was vindicated as the striker was a menace throughout at the DW 
Stadium. 
However, the fact that Liverpool returned with only a point was because it’s not 
just support for Suarez which Dalglish’s side have in common. 
There is also an annoying habit of spurning chances, hitting woodwork and 
missing penalties. 
It was the latter which reared its ugly head again last night with Charlie Adam 
becoming the fourth Reds player to spurn a spot-kick this season. The Scot 
followed in the footsteps of Suarez, Dirk Kuyt and Andy Carroll after being 
thwarted by the impressive Ali Al Habsi. 
Predictably, Suarez took on the role of the pantomime villain. His every touch was 
booed by the home fans with chants of “racist” thrown in. 
This is what the frontman has to look forward to at every away ground from now 
on and it’s exactly why Liverpool will do everything they possibly can to clear his 
name. 
Suarez is no stranger to controversy but this threatens to cause irreparable 
damage to his reputation and have a massive detrimental effect on the Reds’ 
season. 
Yet last night the row appeared to galvanise Liverpool. With Kuyt and Maxi 
Rodriguez recalled in place of Craig Bellamy and Jonjo Shelvey, they began the 
game with real purpose but, unlike at Villa Park last Sunday, they secured nothing 
to show for their efforts. 
With Wigan constantly gifting the Reds possession it was one-way traffic with 
Rodriguez volleying over after being picked out by Suarez. 
However, as the first half wore on, the struggling Latics, who had held Chelsea to 
a draw four days earlier, grew in confidence. 
Pepe Reina cost Liverpool a point with his late blunder at Fulham earlier this 
month but this time they had their skipper to thank for ensuring they reached the 
break on level terms. 
The Spaniard had already kept out Jordi Gomez’s effort from point-blank range 
after a desperate scramble in the box when Maynor Figueroa stung his palms 
from distance. 
Mohamed Diame twice went close to breaking the deadlock but after rippling the 
side-netting with a piledriver he was then denied by Reina’s smart save. 
Wigan were soon opened up again with Glen Johnson playing a slick one-two with 
Rodriguez but the England right-back couldn’t find a way past the Oman 
international. 
Daniel Agger hammered a volley over the bar but that was a rare foray forward 
for the Dane who found himself largely preoccupied with Wigan’s growing 
attacking threat. 
It was far too open for Dalglish’s liking, with the visitors struggling to establish any 
control in midfield, while Wigan were able to exploit the space between Adam 
and Henderson, and the back four. 
There were some nervy moments before the break with Victor Moses embarking 
on a powerful run through a gaping hole in Liverpool’s rearguard. Johnson was 
left trailing and Moses skipped past Agger but his blistering strike was beaten 
away by Reina. 
Agger then made a key block to thwart Conor Sammon with the Reds happier to 
hear the half-time whistle. 
The interval gave Liverpool the opportunity to regroup and they tore into Wigan 
in the second half. 
Inside two minutes, Suarez’s curling 20-yard free-kick was tipped over by Al Habsi 
and they were soon gifted a spot-kick. 
When Suarez’s acrobatic overhead kick was handled by Gary Caldwell, the striker 
gestured that he would take the spot-kick in front of the away end. 
The script appeared to have been written but regular penalty taker Adam was 
having none of it. He grabbed the ball with purpose and Suarez stepped aside. 
The Scot struck it firmly but too close to Al Habsi who pulled off a brilliant save. 
Liverpool continued to press but Kuyt’s looping volley was easy for the keeeper 
and then Skrtel headed over. 
Even Suarez’s air shot got a standing ovation behind the goal as the Reds failed to 
make their possession count. 

 

 
With the Reds seemingly running out of ideas it was crying out for some fresh 
legs. With 18 minutes to go Dalglish responded by bringing on Bellamy and 
Shelvey for Kuyt and Rodriguez. 
But the substitutions failed to have an impact and Liverpool could even have lost 
it late on. 
Hugo Rodallega and Moses both went close before Suarez was replaced by Carroll 
three minutes from time. 
Suarez departed with the jeers of the home fans and the cheers from the away 
end ringing in his ears. 
It’s a reaction he will become accustomed to over the festive period but what’s 
clear is that Suarez and Liverpool are up for the fight. 
WIGAN: Al Habsi, Caldwell, Alcaraz, Figueroa, Stam, Jones (Watson 74), Diame, 
McCarthy, Gomez (Rodallega 74), Sammon (Di Santo 61), Moses. 
Not used: Pollitt, Crusat, McArthur, Lopez. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Enrique, Henderson, Adam, Downing, 
Kuyt (Shelvey 72), Rodriguez (Bellamy 72), Suarez (Carroll 87). 
Not used: Doni, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
BOOKINGS: Caldwell, Johnson, Bellamy. 
REFEREE: Michael Oliver (Northumberland) 
ATTENDANCE: 19,230. 
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A SUPERB penalty save from Ali Al Habsi helped Latics continue their impressive 
recent run against the Merseysiders. 
Al Habsi diving to his left to keep out a penalty from Charlie Adam at the 
beginning of the second half. 
And an outstanding rearguard action – with Maynor Figueroa, Antolin Alcaraz and 
skipper Gary Caldwell again outstanding – helped keep Liverpool out, extending 
Wigan’s unbeaten run in this fixture to four matches. 
Not that this was all one-way traffic, Latics seeing plenty of the ball and carving 
out numerous chances to take the spoils themselves. 
Conor Sammon couldn’t convert a couple of opportunities in the first half, while 
Victor Moses stabbed against the outside of the post in a rousing climax. 
Roberto Martinez had, as expected, named an unchanged side, Alcaraz continuing 
at the heart of the defence and Hugo Rodallega being passed fit to take his place 
on the bench. 
Liverpool fielded Luis Suarez despite his well-documented off-field problems, and 
the travelling army from Merseyside predictably voiced their support from the 
minute the teams emerged from the tunnel. 
The visitors had lost only one of their last 14 matches, and hit Latics with 
everything early doors. 
Maxi Rodriguez was stopped dead in his tracks on the edge of the penalty area by 
Figueroa but the ball fell to Jordan Henderson, whose shot was well saved by Al 
Habsi. 
Jose Enrique then skipped past Alcaraz a little too easily, but his cross was cleared 
by Figueroa with Suarez lurking. 
Latics almost paid the price for trying to play the ball out of their own box when 
Alcaraz gave the ball away, Rodriguez firing into the South Stand to the relief of 
the Paraguayan. 
Martin Skrtel, who’d stayed up from a Reds corner, was the next to test Al Habsi, 
whose handling was assured in the opening exchanges. 
Latics showed their attacking intent for the first time on the 15-minute mark, and 
Jordi Gomez almost added to his tally of four goals from the last five matches. 
Sammon caused all sorts of problems inside the Liverpool penalty area and the 
ball fell to Gomez eight yards out. 
The Spaniard attempted to pull the trigger as a grounded defender tried to block 
the ball, and referee Michael Oliver awarded Liverpool a rather generous free-kick 
as the ball flew straight at Pepe Reina – which would have been a controversial 
call had the ball ended up in the back of the net. 
Oliver favoured the Reds again moments later when he waved play on after 
Moses appeared to be felled in the area by Skrtel. 
A dangerous free-kick from Adam was then well-dealt with by Caldwell, before 
Reina had three long-range shots to deal with in quick succession. 
Figueroa and Gomez didn’t really trouble the Spaniard, but Reina was glad to see 
the third effort from Diame whistle past the post and into the side-netting. 
A great move from Liverpool involving Suarez and Stewart Downing saw Dirk Kuyt 
force a great save from Al Habsi, who punched the resulting corner from Adam 
towards the edge of the area. 
Daniel Agger tried a swinger with his right foot, and the ball only just cleared the 
crossbar. 
Liverpool came closer still midway through the half, Glen Johnson playing a one-
two with Rodriguez which sliced through the Latics rearguard like a knife through 
butter. 
The shot, however, was straight at Al Habsi, who saved well with his feet. 
The end-to-end nature of the game continued with Moses leading a break and 
playing in Diame, whose shot was saved by Reina at the expense of a corner. 
At the other end, Suarez had two men over, but his ball to Rodriguez was 
hopelessly over-hit and Latics were able to get back and clear. 
The crowd were on their feet on 36 minutes, when Moses dispossessed Johnson 
and sprinted fully 50 yards before his shot was punched away by Reina. 
And Latics were claiming their second penalty of the half when David Jones’ shot 
appeared to strike the hand of a Liverpool defender, Oliver again waving play on. 
Superb harrying from James McCarthy then forced an error from Adam, and the 
midfielder had the presence of mind to play a swift reverse ball to Sammon. The 
Dubliner temporarily had a clear sight of goal, but didn’t see Agger coming in and, 
by the time the shot came in, the defender had got in a position to block. 
Caldwell was then inches away from getting on the end of a Jones corner that 
evaded everyone on its way through the corridor of uncertainty. 
Clever play from Gomez then gave Sammon another sight of goal, but this time 
the striker chose to control instead of hitting it first time and Johnson was able to 
clear. 
Latics had a scare at the end of the half when McCarthy went down heavily in 
stoppage-time, but he was able to continue after treatment. 
Liverpool started the second period as they had the first, and a Suarez free-kick 
forced a tip over from Al Habsi. 
And the Reds won them-selves a golden opportunity to open the scoring just four 
minutes after the restart. Henderson’s mis-hit shot went to Suarez, whose 
overhead kick struck the arm of Caldwell at point-blank range.  

 

 
The Wigan skipper in no way intentionally handled the ball, but he couldn’t have 
had much cause for complaint given the way he jumped in with arms 
outstretched. 
Suarez wanted to take the penalty but Adam was given the responsibility, and the 
former Blackpool man’s well-struck effort was superbly parried away by Al Habsi. 
The match had settled down as the hour mark came and went – it had to after the 
the thrills and spills of the first 50 minutes – but Reina had to move smartly to 
stop a Gomez shot from 20 yards. 
Sammon gave way to Franco di Santo with 28 minutes remaining, the crowd 
giving him a standing ovation after another sterling shift ploughing the lone 
furrow up top. 
A clever free-kick straight from the Liverpool training ground then saw Adam tee 
up Kuyt, but the Dutchman’s finish was poor and looped yards over the bar. 
Back came Latics and Jones played Moses in down the left, and his teasing cross 
deserved better than to drift across the six-yard box and out for a throw-in. 
Kenny Dalglish made his move on 72 minutes, bringing off Kuyt and Rodriguez and 
sending on Craig Bellamy and Jonjo Shelvey. Martinez responded by withdrawing 
Jones and Gomez with Ben Watson and Rodallega joining the fray. 
Rodallega had scored in each of his last two games against Liverpool at the DW, 
and he was nearly handed the chance to make it the hat-trick when Diame played 
in Moses down the right. 
But his cross was nicked away from the Colombian at the last minute by Agger. 
As time ticked by, the same combination saw Rodallega’s header from Moses’ 
cross hit Johnson and fly behind for a corner. 
From the resulting set-piece, Watson’s delivery was poked agonisingly against the 
outside of the post by Moses with Reina in all kinds of trouble on the deck, and 
Latics held on to secure their second point in a row  
 

 
 


